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NEW FEATURES AND IMPROVEMENTS 
CBT-3016  MIDI Learn is now available for chord buttons. 
CBT-3058  MIDI Learn now correctly differentiates drum pads and chord pads. 

STABILITY 
CBT-3049  Using minimum latency no longer renders Cubasis unreliable. 
CBT-3089  Addresses various problems which can render Cubasis unreliable. 
CBT-2889  Resolves a problem where loading projects can render Cubasis unreliable. 

ARRANGE WINDOW AND INSPECTOR 
CBT-3032  Fixes a major problem where the MIDI output routing to all channels can get lost. 
CBT-3023  Resolves an issue where audio events had an invisible fade-in at the beginning of the cycle. 
CBT-3056  Time-stretching and pitch-shifting changes are no longer ignored during playback of a fade-out. 
CBT-3085  Tracks no longer remain silent when starting playback at the end of time-stretched audio events. 
CBT-3055  Resolves a problem where placing the playhead in a fade-out leads to wrong playback position when 

   scrubbing is enabled. 
CBT-3075  Fixes an issue where MIDI output of tracks assigned to no instrument skip notes at the cycle start. 
CBT-3009  Resolves a rare phenomenon where a MIDI event cannot be selected. 
CBT-3007  Resolves a problem where dragging MIDI files onto a track can lead to notes being displayed   

   incorrectly. 
CBT-3070  Fixes an issue where importing an audio file which had been in the project before, can lead to   

   unwanted results. 
CBT-2817  Resolves a rare phenomenon where audio events appear empty or crossed-out in the track list. 

INSTRUMENTS AND EFFECTS 
CBT-3029  Side-chaining works as expected again when using muted input tracks. 
CBT-3025  Resolves a problem where side-chaining is not applied when freezing a track. 
CBT-3057  Addresses a problem where the first note of an audio unit instrument is ignored during playback. 
CBT-3034  Resolves a phenomenon where using Microsonic, MiniSampler or Classic Machines can lead to   

   distorted sounds. 
CBT-3033  Resolves a problem where stopping the playback can lead to hanging notes on MIDI output. 
CBT-3030  Resolves a problem where stopping the playback of MIDI effects with multiple outputs can lead to   

   hanging notes. 
CBT-3036  Resolves an issue where sustain (CC64) over MIDI output gets stuck when stopping playback. 
CBT-3051  Fixes an issue where syncing Cubasis with StepPolyArp fails to work as expected. 
CBT-3042  Tapping cycle with MIDI effect Atom Piano Roll 2 no longer triggers notes indefinitely. 
CBT-3000  Addresses a visual issue where using Audio Unit plugins in fullscreen mode can lead to the menu bar 

   being covered. 
CBT-3020  Fixes a visual issue where some effect knobs were labeled incorrectly after opening the effect. 
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MEDIABAY (MIXDOWN) 
CBT-3013  Creating separate files for tracks in mixdown no longer results in silent audio files. 
CBT-3044  Creating separate files for tracks in mixdown now properly includes send effects. 
CBT-3045  Creating separate files for tracks in mixdown now works as expected with      

   group tracks. 
CBT-3043  Track freeze no longer mixes up mute/solo states if a track was soloed. 
CBT-3024  Addresses an issue where real-time mixdown can lead to incorrect results if multi-core is enabled. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
CBT-3091  Resolves a problem, where the playhead cannot be properly positioned in the audio editor. 
CBT-3001  Cubasis LE: Fixes an issue where loading a Cubasis LE project can fail in certain situations. 
CBT-3035  Cubasis LE: MIDI CC events can now be quantised, pasted or deleted as expected.
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